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Abstract— Hospital management system is developed to decrease the work that is done manually at hospital centre.Every 

single step is done with help of system,services such as employee registration,editing of different types such as 

employees,student into database,inquiries as well as complaints of customers.this hospital management system will help in 

reducing lots of paper work and file work in these hospitals which will make easy management of hospital.It will also 

provide all the latest information to the management and hospital administration wherever they ask.Hospital management 

system also include the pharmacist where anyone can inquire about drugs availability and the stock to be ordered as well as 

the expiry date. 
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I. Introduction 

                The Hospital Management System includes the registration of parents ,doctors storing their details into the 

system.in this system management plays a major role.The Software give ID for every patient and stores the details 

of every patient automatically. It includes the search facility like location Identification,Age Searching and Gender 

Searching by filtering process. 

                 The Hospital Management System can be entered using a user name and password.it can be approved  

and  authorized by management unless it goes to the waiting list. Only Management can add data into the database. 

The Data can be retrieve easily.The interface is very User friendly, Data are well protected for the personal usage 

and makes the data processing very fast. 

                  This project is used to computerized the front office management of hospital to develop software which 

is user friendly,simple,fast,and cost effective.it deals with the collection of patient and doctor information.Hence Net 

Beans and SQL is a combination of object like forms and control, procedure that can respond to evens and other 

general purpose, this procedure are where we write java language statement.  

 

II. Related works 

 Kiri Wagsta, Claire Cardie, Seth Rogers, Stefan Schroedl are described Constrained K-means Clustering with 
Background Knowledge  In this paper, we demonstrate how the popular k-means clustering algorithm can be 
pro_table modified to make use of this information. In experiments with artificial constraints on six data sets, we 
observe improvements in clustering accuracy.  Arijit Biswas ·  David Jacobs proposed Active Image Clustering with 
Pairwise Constraints from Humans.We simulate inverting these pair wise relations and see how that affects the 
overall clustering. We choose a pair that maximizes the expected change in the clustering. Saket Anand, Peter Meer 
proposes Semi-Supervised Kernel Mean Shift Clustering. Mean shift clustering is a powerful non-parametric 
technique that does not require prior knowledge of the number of clusters and does not constrain the shape of the 
clusters. Ravindra CH, G.Rajesh, Annapurna G, Ashish reddy M, automated health care management using data 
accumulation technology 

III. Existing system 

 Now-a-days many techniques are used to find the cipher data. The identical covert input is shared between the 
doctors leading to confession of privacy. It is demanding to develop a dynamic version in the medical cloud 
computing. Because the encoded keyword each must be subsidized even the data is arbitrarily rooted into collection 
(forward privacy) or remove from collection (backward privacy) E.Stefanor's theory on dynamic SSE accomplished 
forward privacy but cannot attain backward privacy. Some scholars projected Oblivious Random Access Memory 
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ORAM procedure to attain both forward privacy and backward privacy. But to a certain extent it increased 
complications in updating, search, processing and storage.  

 

IV. Proposed system 

 In our proposed system firstly, the report is not directly viewed by the doctor from thru laboratory after the test. 
A private key is generated with which the doctor will be able to view the report of the patient. Due to security 
purpose of the patient and their private information, the doctor while generating the secret key, they will receive it in 
their respective mails. This proposal is able to accomplish both forward and backward privacy also solves the 
collusion resistance between search user and cloud. Secondly, to resolve the problem in sharing the key an advanced 
scheme is proposed, where the secret key for a particular patient is dynamic each time the doctor views the report. 
Reasonably this highly developed scheme has less storage space cost, search and updating complication.  

 

V. Module description 
� Home: 

                It is the initial page and contains all basic information In this page can open certain modules like 

management,patient,doctor portals,From the patient module contains patient registration and patient login.From the 

doctor module contains doctor registration and doctor login.Management is the admin login which can control over 

all.Our project Advanced Hospital Management System includes registration of patients, storing their details into 

the system and also  

computerized billing in the pharmacy, and labs. Our software has the facility to give a unique id for every patient 

and stores the details of every patient and the staff automatically. It includes a search facility to know the current 

status of each room. User can search availability of a doctor and the details of a patient using the id.The Advanced 

Hospital Management System can be entered using a username and password. It is accessible either by an 

administrator or receptionist. Only they can add data into the database. The data can be retrieved easily.  The 

interface is very user-friendly.  The data are well protected for personal use and makes the data processing very fast.  

 

                                                                                                    
 

 

  

� Management: 

Management plays a major role for distributing private key.Management can only arrange the schedule for doctor 

and patient meeting.He is also known as admin.  
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� Doctor: 

           Doctor also needs to make sure for registration and login.He/she has to fix an appointment for the patient to 

consults in the hospital.After fixing the appointment  doctor has a specific private key.By using this private key 

doctor able to fix a time schedule for a meet. 

 
 

� Patient: 

                  In the patient module follows the order of registration and then login.Patient should fill their required 

details about the diseases and him/her self.After the registration only,patient can able to login page. After 

login,patient can able to see their report. 
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�  Conclusion: 
          

                     While system activities are divided into three major parts like patient,doctor and management.each one 

has their own role to perform and system respond accordingly.It is a system for computerized manner working in a 

hospital. The computerization of the system has speed up the process.In the current system then front office 

managing is very low.the hospital managing system was checked and tested with dummy data and thus is found to 

be very reliable.the software takes care of all the requirements of average hospital and is capable to provide easy and 

effective storage of information related to patient that come up to hospital. 
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